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Entering Locations and Activities on the ERF Project 
Report and Crediting Application 
The Clean Energy Regulator’s new online ERF Project Report and Crediting application form makes it easier 
for ERF participants to report on their projects and claim Australian Carbon Credit Units (ACCUs). The online 
form will help to ensure that clients have provided all information required under the ERF in order to report 
and claim ACCUs. Once information has been provided using the online form once, this information will be 
made available for future reports – saving time and effort.  

The Location and Activities page of the form is where you will enter or verify the details about the project 
locations, activities and abatement for your project.  

This guide will help you to complete this part of the project crediting application. 

Abatement reporting 

Certain methods require that you provide the total abatement for the project while others require that 
abatement be calculated by activity and by location. Methods that require abatement by location and 
activity will have the total abatement automatically calculated based on the individual abatement figures 
that are entered for each location and activity.  

If your method requires that you must calculate your abatement for the project, and not individually for 
locations, you need to enter the project abatement number into the “total abatement for the reporting 
period” field.  
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IMPORTANT NOTE – Regardless of the way you provide the data, if you are excluding a particular location or 
activity from your abatement calculations for this report, you must include the location in the report but 
enter zero for abatement for that location or activity. This ensures that the location remains in the project 
and will appear in your data for future reports. 

There are three options to enter or update the location and activity information. The option that best suits 
will depend on the amount of data you have to enter and whether you have previously reported using the 
online function. The options are: 

1. Using the Add location function to individually add locations and activities 
2. Using the Export function to download a CSV file template, fill in the template and use the import 

function to upload it. 
3. Using the Download declared function to download a CSV file containing data that has previously 

been provided using the online form, updating the data and using the import function to upload the 
amended CSV file. 
 

The three options all appear on the Locations and Activities page 
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This document contains step by step instructions for each of the three options. 

Option 1 - Using the Add Location function. 

This is most useful if you only have a limited number of locations to add, for example, less than 30 locations. 
If this is the second time you have reported using the online form, any locations and activities previously 
reported will appear on the screen.  Follow the steps below to use this function to add locations or activities. 

1. Click  the “Add Location” button  

 

A pop-up window with location details will appear.  Location details need to be entered here.  
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Depending on your type of project, the location details required may differ. For instance, for energy 
efficiency methods, address information must be entered, but for land/area based methods where mapped 
areas are included, such as sequestration and savanna fire management projects land title information must 
be provided.  

2. Fill in the Purchaser – Project Activity Recipient Name and Organisation Details fields (Note, these 
fields are not relevant to land/area based methods) 

The next few steps will be slightly different depending on whether your project is using a 
land/area based method.  This is because the form requires different information, depending 
upon the method and the State or Territory land title requirements.  

Steps 3 and 4 apply to land/area based methods while steps 5 and 6 apply to all other methods. 
All methods should follow steps 7 on. 

For land/area based methods –  

Land/area based methods refer to methods where the abatement is related to the size and location of the 
project area. They usually require detailed mapping information of the project area rather than an address. 
savanna fire management and most sequestration projects are land/area based methods.  

3. Enter the State for the location first. This will reveal the fields for the relevant land title 
information for that state.  

4. Enter all required and relevant location data (note, some fields are shaded grey, indicating this 
field is optional and may not apply to all locations). GO TO STEP 7 
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For all other methods (non land/area based methods) 

5. Start typing the address into the “Address search” field within the Location Details pop-up 
window. As you type validated address options will appear for your selection. Select one of the 
validated addresses by clicking on it. You need to click on the address even if only one is displayed. 
This will fill in relevant location information.  

You can enter a personal reference number to help you identify the location in the “Your reference 
number box” but this is not mandatory. 

 

6. If a suitable validated address does not appear you must enter the details into the individual 
boxes below the address search box. If you don’t have address details you must enter a latitude 
and longitude value. 
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ALL METHODS FROM THIS STEP 

7. Once you have entered the location information fill in any remaining fields and save your 
information.  
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The location(s) you have saved will now appear in the list of locations on the Location and Activities page. 

8. Click the ‘Add Activity’ button to enter the abatement activity for each location. It is mandatory to 
include at least one activity for each location. 

 

An 'Activity Details' pop up box, containing fields for all of the data required by your method will appear. The 
Activity Description field has a drop down box, click on this and a list of activities that are relevant to your 
method will appear. 

9. Select the relevant activity from the drop down list and fill in all other fields for that activity. If you 
select “other” for the activity, you will be required to provide details of the activity later in the 
form. 
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When you return to the location list, you will notice that your location has an activity attached to it.  

10. If you need to add more activities to each location by repeating steps 8 and 9. 
11. If you need to add more locations repeat steps 1 to 9 until all locations and activities are entered.  

The locations and activities that were successfully entered will appear on the page. They will list each 
location with the activities that are being undertaken at each of them. Check that the details are correct. 

Ensure that you save the data you have entered before you move from the page or use the Export 
function. This will make sure that any data manually entered using the Add Activity function will be 
included in export document. 

This completes the instructions for the Add location function option. 

 

Option 2 – Using the Export/Import function 

If you have many locations, for example, greater than 30 and this is your first report, the export/import 
function might be the most suitable way to enter your location and activity data.   

This function allows participants to download (export) and populate a tailored CSV file and then upload 
(import) that CSV file to the application form. A CSV file is a file that stores numbers and text from tables and 
databases into plain text. The CSV file structure is used because it can integrate with a number of different 
electronic data systems.  CSV files can be opened using Microsoft Excel, Mac Numbers and many other 
programs. The CSV file contains fields that capture all of the same data as the “Add location” steps but you 
can enter details for many locations in the single document. 
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Follow the steps below to use this function. 

1. Click on the “Export button” at the top right hand corner of the Location and Activities page and 
select “open” on the pop-up box. 

A pop up will appear asking you to allow the CSV template to be opened or saved onto your computer.   

 

 

The CSV will open using the relevant software on your computer (e.g. Excel or Numbers). Save the CSV file 
to your computer. 

2. Save the CSV template to your computer using a name and document location that will be easy for 
you to find.  
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3. Open the saved document. 

A sample CSV template is shown on the following page. There are three CSV templates:  land and 
agriculture; energy efficiency, industrial and waste; and transport. The CSV that exports will be tailored to 
your sector and method so the sample may look different.  

Rows 1-7 - contain pre-populated information about your reporting period, the name of the participant, the 
method that applies to the project and a list of activities that can be undertaken in your project’s method. 
You do not need to adjust the information in these rows.  

Information on locations and activities is entered from row 10 onwards. If you have entered and saved any 
data for this reporting period using the Add Activity function it will already be included in the relevant cells. 
As the CSV templates cover a number of methods, be aware that many columns may not be relevant to your 
method. Row 8 gives an indication of whether the data is required for all or just specific methods, and where 
is it optional or mandatory. Depending on the method, you will enter abatement for each location, each 
activity or the project total for the reporting period.  

4. For each location, a new row must be used. Fill in all of the fields (columns) required for each 
location.  

Enter the current activity by copying the relevant activity from the valid activities list in Row 5. These 
activities are tailored to your method. Columns related to the activities are repeated 20 times. This allows 
participants to enter up to 20 activities occurring at a single location.  
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NOTE – if you are excluding a particular location or activity from your abatement calculations for this report, 
you must include the location in the report but enter zero for abatement for that location or activity. This 
ensures that the location remains in the project and will appear in your data for future reports. 

5. Save the completed CSV document (it is advisable to save frequently while completing). 
6. Go back to the form and click the 'Import' button at the top right hand side of the Location and 

Activities page.  

 

A new pop-up window will appear that will allow you to upload the CSV file.  
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The upload process will perform a validation to ensure that the data entered into the form meets the 
requirements. If the data is correctly formatted then a message box will tell you the number of rows of data 
that were successfully uploaded into the form.  

8. Take note of these errors and close the error window. 
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9. Remove the CSV file from the form by clicking on the “Remove” button 

 

 

11. Upload your amended CSV document using steps 6 and 7. 
12. Close the upload window and this will take you back to the Location and Activities page. 
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The locations that were successfully uploaded will appear on the page. They will list each location with the 
activities that are being undertaken at each of them and the abatement. Check that the details are correct. 

This completes the instructions for the Export/Import function option. 

 

Option 3 – Using the Download Declared function 

If you have previously submitted a report for your project using the online crediting application in the CER 
portal, you can use the Download Declared function.  

This is similar to the process for using the Import function described above but the CSV template will be pre-
populated with previously reported data (note, only where the data has been reported using the online 
portal and declared eligible by the CER).  

You can amend details in the document and add locations and activities where appropriate and enter 
abatement figures for the reporting period.. 

Follow the steps below to use this function. 

1. Click the “Download Declared” button on the top right hand side of the locations and Activities 
page.  

 

 

This will download a CSV document that has details from the most recently accepted report that were 
entered using the CER portal but not abatement figures. These locations and activities will also appear on 
the Locations and Activities screen. 
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2. FOLLOW STEPS 2 and 3 OF THE IMPORT FUNCTION OPTION INSTRUCTION GIVEN ABOVE. 
3. Amend the data in the document to reflect the reporting period you are reporting on. 

You can amend or add locations and activities if your method allows. For each new location, a new row must 
be used. Fill in all of the fields (columns) for each location. Include the abatement figure for this reporting 
period for the location, activity or project (as required by your method). 

When adding a new activity to an existing or new location, copy it from the valid activities list in Row 5 to fill 
in the activity cell. Columns related to the activities are repeated 20 times. This allows participants to enter 
up to 20 activities occurring at a single location.  

NOTE – if you are excluding a particular location or activity from your abatement calculations for this report, 
you must include the location in the report but enter zero for abatement for that location or activity. This 
ensures that the location remains in the project and will appear in your data for future reports. 

4. Save the amended CSV document.  
5. FOLLOW STEPS 6 and 12 OF THE IMPORT FUNCTION OPTION INSTRUCTION GIVEN ABOVE TO 

IMPORT YOUR AMMENDED CSV FILE TO THE PORTAL.  

The locations that were successfully uploaded will appear on the page. They will list each location with the 
activities and abatement (if required)that are being undertaken at each of them. Check that the details are 
correct. 

For more information please contact the Clean Energy Regulator on 1300 553 542 and 
enquiries@cleanenergyregulator.gov.au.  

This completes the instructions for the Download declared function option. 
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